
ught refuge in the thickets 
prop provided a feast no less 
tcommodating appetite, 
plight is the Husham berry, 
I never failing to make the 
he biped or quadruped, loiter 
Now the bushes were bend- 

p weight of the thickly clus- 
and Mother Meerhique, with 
Ireclaws, swept the fruit en 
en mouth, and the red juice, 
ative beer, made the fat pile 
1er, on the bear’s croup. The 
pcame an adept pupil in this

fere loath to desert the river, 
r bear must of necessity oc- 
I himself to snap shots from 
and take their chances in the 
ley could punch meerhique in 
r rifles easier than they could 
Ir bear took particular care 
h should spoil her heavy pel- 
elessly, mostly in the dark of 
Is moving against the wind 
air for the presence of dan- 

rhe white cub silent and close 
long and faithful search was 

L- hunters returned home dis- 
jyr bears were slain, but the 
nysteriously disappeared and 
tr afterward beheld it. Since 
have come and gone in “Get 

but there has never been seen

uggested that, in its natural 
white cub’s eccentric pelage 

mal color and the owner be- 
shable from its kind; hence 
inaccountable disappearance, 
thing but the fading tradition, 
ich Bert Williams or Grant 
ibly relate to you, if love of 
ikes you up Bridge River in 
l—Brent Altsheler, in Field

o
OF THE SALMON

piously stated, salmon do not 
bod, though possibly they 
t if the leader were not at- 
y opinion, however, that it 
led in nine cases out of l(?n, 
[live fly, for I think they rise 

of their habit when incause
lapping up anything eatable 

It seems to me thatway.
>n rise and then, without ap- 
pl to take the fly, it is be- 
: inspection with their keen 
ct, they discover the frail 
and "smell a rat.” At any 
portion of them do this way, 
is been my experience. How- 
came to the conclusion that 

to\ make positive statements 
bits of animals, birds or fish, 
i they will be truthfully con- 
; other close observer. Even 
5 seem to have individuality, 
m, of course, speak with au- 
■al way and give facts so far 
le for fallible man. 
writers claim that all species 
m of the Pacific die after re- 
sh water. As I have never 
:ity to study them, I cannot 
atement, but if it is true, I 

authority on Pacific 
lain the great variation in the 

of salmon running various

e some

salmon in the Columbia river 
reight of twenty-two pounds, 
ing seventy-five pounds or 
d are occasionally taken. It 
: to me that these great fish 
age as those weighing from

e probable that they are fish 
sd nearer the salt water than 
save
of ascending to the head- 
sam hundreds of miles inland, 
pleased to know if the Pacific 
/ere they caught near the 
er ând stripped of their eggs, 
;turn to sea.
; salmon must fail to spawn 
se that some of them do sur- 
ng period, and I shall cling 
ry until convincedvby stronger 
e yet been able to secure,—D. 
oor Life.

avoided the awful life-

It seems to me

■o-
ICAY OF DINING

Lnch not, neither do we dine, 
leery exhibition held in Paris 
L devoted to uninviting bis- 
id powders, which posed as 
early every kind of food and 
santly the kitchen and the 
L-London Graphic.

■o-
SEVELT-TAFT

correspondent has discovered 
Ich stood in the corner of the 
esident of the United States 
F administration of Theodore 
isappeared and in its place is 
l with law books. In a few 
[s to be a very good summary 
in the characters of the two 

Taft is no “mollycoddle,” but 
club and a law book to a rifle 

r when he goes out after “mal- 
wealth.” «

THE VICTORIA COLONIST/

<S UEU RJB AN
which should be immediately closed 
and the earth packed firmly on topto 
keep the fumes below the surface of 
the ground. For a small plant a tea
spoonful will be sufficient, but a large 
plant will require a tablespoonful. 
Injectors are manufactured for the 
proper application of the fluid. 

Summer Pruning
We usually think of pruning only 

when a plant is asleep. It is true that 
the heaviest pruning should be done 
then, but there is much that we can 
do during the summer to keep a plant 
In good condition.

The lilac is usually the best pruned 
shrub we have, for the simple reason 
that we are apt to pick every blossom. 
The plant cannot, of course, then 
make any seeds, and the strength Is 
thrown Into new wood, where it be
longs. ,___

All faded or fading blossoms should 
be cut from every hush, but especial
ly so in the case of spireaes, deutslas,

R_.U BAL AND
In the Garden

W: "This Is the time of year when the 
amateur gardener feels that he is en
titled to swing in tne Hammock un
der his vine or fig tree and enjoy the 
fruits of his more or less laborious 
exertions during the spring and early 

months. He should not, 
listen to the voice of lndol- 

If he wants to realize the full

Ü if1
I A; m

mm J: ! Sii i:
Isummer

however,
benefit and all the enjoyments of a 
suburban life—he must keep at it 
Not, perhaps, with the same vigor 
and enthusiasm as he has been doing, 

there are weeds to keep down; 
the surface of the soil requires to be 

loose condition to prevent
%■

but
m*.

kept in a ...
capllliary action from drying out the 
earth around the roots of the plants. 
He musValéo exercise eternal vigil- 

combatting the Insect life

si

III.aRSifl 1ence in ™ ; . ,, ,
which feeds on and eventually de
stroys bloom, foliage and fruit of the vision are rapidly becoming less 
home garden. clearly marked.

Nothing is more distressing than to Without a doubt the popular Crim- 
have a choice rose bush covered with son Rambler, the best known variety 
rare and beautiful bloom suddenly of this earliest flowering group, la al- 
wither and, upon examination to find so the best dark red flowered climber, 
that the tender young shoots are cov- and gave a great impetus to pillar 
ered with insect pests; or to discover planting for flower effect. It comes 
that the bush Is being ruined by mil- into bloom In June but it is, unfor- 
dew One may also discover that the tunatejy, very liable to mildew, 
bountiful crop of currants he has Vacy- like It and flowering about ten 
been contemplating converting Into days earlier, just when the rose bugs 
jelly are beginning to prematurely are abundant, Is Philadelphia, but it 
ripen and drop from the bushes from is not so liable to mildew, 
the ravages of the currant worm. may take your choice according to 

These things are very annoying, conditions. The best pink rose of this 
and cannot always be altogether pre- same type is Dorothy Perkins, 
vented, but, by exercising a little care Pink Roamer contests the place of 
and discretion, one can to a very honor among the pink-flowered var- 
large extent remedy existing evils, leties, "but the blossoms are small. 
There are numerous Insecticides and though so very numerous 
other devices which make It an easy plant in Its season Is a solid mass of 
matter for followers of the simple life bloom. Another drawback. is that it 
to overcome many of the obstacles Is greatly relished by the rose bug, 
encountered In managing a small gar- which seems to attack It with espe- 
den. Also during the summer months clal vigor. It flowers In early June, 
we often have one or more dry spells Other good roses of the Rambler, type 
when It seems as If vegetation would are Dawson (double), Wedding Sells 
scorch Then we do our best with (semi-double, pink with white centre.) 
hose and water-can, but It Is laborl- The best white rose of; this type is 
ous work at best the White Rambler ; (Thalia) and the

i iail +»,;«, H»™*» will dn best yellow is the Yellow RamblerA little tonic at this time wUl^do (Agla}a> Both flawer at almost the
same time as Crimson Rambler, pos
sibly a few days-iater: — ~~

Helent is a deep-rose color, single 
and very fragrant. , This l£st greatly 
resembles the type Rosa multiflora, 
which produces its.. profusion of. pure 
white flowers in immense trusses 
about the middle of June.

The second group,

closing its flowers at night time, op- 
again the following 

For a double rose of
Manda’s Triumph. 

The flowers are sweetly scented, 
pointed in the bud and the blooming 
period extends over two months, from 
July to September.

The Farquhar is the 
pink rose of this group, 
wonderfully, brilliant; being almost a 
cherry, and the flowers are produced 
in great clusters. Except in color, it 
is a counterpart of the Triumph.

The freest flowering roses of this 
type are Debutante and Lady Gay, 
both a clear, light pink; the former 
having double flowers an inch and a 
half across, the latter (though flow
ering more profusely) has individual 
blooms smaller. For very deep pink 
flowers grow Minnehaha, while Hia
watha is the1 crimson.

As a foliage plant. Evergreen Gem, 
one of the early hybrids of this sec
tion (having Rosa Wichuraiana as 
one of Its parents) is unique. Its 
flowèrs are buff white, single and 
very large, recalling those of the 
tender Southern Cherokee rose. The 
evergreen character of its foliage is 
more marked on light, sandy soils 
than it is on heavy soils, and north of 
New York the foliage, though partly 
persistent all winter, Is not of the 
same type of evergreen as the holly, 
but is held better and retains a better 
color than that of the California pri- 

Finally, I commend Gardenia to 
of this 

and more

pleasing than the prairie rose (Rosa 
setigera).

Even more free flowering is its va
riety tomentosa, with smaller flowers 
produced at the same time. From this 
prairie rose a number of 
popular and widely distributed climb
ing roses of this country have been 
derived, and, Indeed, one of the very 
best white roses" of a free growing 
habit of any section is the famous 
Baltimore Bell. Its companions, Seven 
Sisters, Bright Crimson, Queen of the 
Prairies and Deep Crimson are equal
ly well known.

Ever since its introduction in 1893, 
the memorial rose (Rosa Wichurai
ana) has been most Justly one of the 
most highly esteemed summer flow
ering shrubs" of trailing habit Its 
numerous flowers ard small, 
one-half inch " tb dlatneter, and the 
bright, glossy green foliage makes it 
a handsome plant for trellis use, even 
when it la out of flower. In the mat-

It Is not sue* an awful task as one 
may imagine, and one can usually get 
some of the small boys of the neigh
borhood to do the work at a small 
cost. Let each worker have a bucket 
with a little kerosene in the bottom. 
The advantage of this is that the fe
males are destroyed and the Intensity 
of next year’s attack lessened. These 
insects do nôt chew* like most other 
large insects, but here down Into the 
very heart of the flower, where it is 
impossible to get any poison.

If any of the leaves become skele
tonized, the rose shig is at work and 
will be found on the .under side of the 
leaf, and the poisons (hellebore, or a 
arsenate of lead or Paris green) must 
be applied there. Ivory soap (one bar 
to ten gallons) added to the two lat
ter named will help them . to adhere. 
Dust the plants with hellebore while 
the dew is still on them. Spray with 
Paris green one ounce' to twelve gal
lons of water, or arsenate'of'lesd one

ahead of the others. If you do, the 
strongest or leading shoot will re
ceive the greatest quantity of the sap 
and the plant, by throwing its 
strength to the top, will soon become 
nude at the base.

For training roses, I prefer to use 
staples^ as the plants make but few 
branches and they are easily removed, 
which is a convenience In the case of 
tender roses requiring winter protec
tion.

ening them 
morning 
same type, grow

the
forsythias, etc

Rose bushes should be treated the 
A second bloom can be 

by followingsame way.
produced on wistaria 
this rule, and cutting the end of each

the most

best bright 
The color is

runner.
Along toward the middle of sum

mer you will notice new, very strong 
shoots coming up in your plants. 
When they reach an even height, with 
the rest of the plant, nip out the tip 
end leaves with your thumb and An
ger, and thus make the shoot send 
out some side branches.

If a plant is growing too tall and 
lanky (and nearly all want to), nip 
oft the tip Of each branch. This 
checks growth, forces the strength In- 
to the bark, and will keep your plant 
in more compact form. ,

Fruit trees are especially benefltred 
by this treatment. The fruit will be 
improved by the check in leaf growth.

Climbing roses and vines can be 
made to follow your will if you will 
give them a good start in the summer. 
Cut back the shoots that are too vig- 

out entirely any

In the fall, give a mulch of six 
inches of good manure, which will not 
only serve as a winter protection but 
will also yield plant food in the early 
spring, when growth starts. In very 
dry locations summer mulching is al
so desirable.

Very tender roses trained on the 
outside of a veranda or building, and 
which are subjected to heavy drip in 
winter, need special attention. They 
are best taken down, all the branches 
being tied together, and bent down to

So you

aboutthat the

and take 
klings. If a branch Is going up 

want It to go side-straight and you ^ . .
wise, cut the branch so that the bud 
which will be at the top points the 
way you want the branch to go

Don’t be too severe on your plants 
but at the same time let 

hold the reins,

AT «the plants a world of good, 
good complete plant food or plain ni
trate of soda. A teaspoonful or ta
blespoonful of these put Into a gallon 
of water will act like magic on the 
poor wilted growth 

If you have window boxes this food 
given once a month all 

The boxes hold so Ut

il ■
:

feo/EX

In summer, 
them understand you

that they cannot run riot.
vet.
your notice The character 
flower is told by Its name, 
than that I need hardly say.

Where It Is possible to give special 
attention to the plants that are not 
absolutely hardy, there is abundant 
opportunity to greatly enhance the ef
fect of the piazza during the season 
of rose bloom. These tender varieties 
must, of course, be taken down from 
the trellis or pillar and given protec
tion over winter, in the way that has 
already been described. There are 
just a few of these tender roses which 
are worth all the effort that their 
cultivation entails.

Reine Marie Henrietta (Tea) Is one 
of the most brilliantly flowered, 
called red, but really almost cherry- 
colored, roses of all the thousands that 
are in cultivation. It has not been 
popular as a greenhouse vine, but as 
a trellis rose, where it can he given 
the necessary protection, It far sur
passes anything else In family. Be
ginning to flower In June, It will 
continue to produce Its gorgeous 
blossoms until the time of frost. It 

attain a

andc/H ON/should be 
summer long, 
tie earth that the plants very soon use 
all the food there Is and must then 
live on what they get from air and 
water. Hanging baskets require the

Garden Hintsor intermediate 
blqoming climbing roses, or multi- 
flowered group in July, are also de
rivatives from our beautiful native 
prairie rose (Rosa setigera)1. The type 
itself is one of the most satisfactory 
of all plants for covering rocks, 
fences or walls; it -is very- hardy,1 * hr 
not particular as to soil, 
would naturally be expected of a na
tive plant, it will thrive in situations 
where all other roses fail utterly.

Although these roses are easy to 
grow, too much care and attention 
cannot be given to the selection of a 
proper site and to the preparation of 
the soil at the outset, 
vided, other material factors can be 
afterward remedied to a certain 
tent. First of all stands location. If L 
thîs îs ütifâvoratte all ofhef factors 
count for noughts Sunshine 16 essen
tial, exposure to the eun all day Is not 
absolutely necessary, but is better.
The roses should be given protèçtion 
from the prevailing summer winds of 
the locality, but this ♦ must be suf
ficiently remote to interfere in no way 
with a free supply of aIt.

Roses muêt have air and plenty- of 
it. If the ground’ is slightly raised 
above the surroundings all the better; 
thorough drainage ipust be-secured in 
some manner, as to plant roses ip a 
cold, damp soil, or in a low spot 
where surface water settles is simply 
to sacrifice the plants, 
conditions they will, quickly succumb 
to mildew. Planting, In. a shady spot 
under the drip of trees will also result 
In mildew. On a cold soil (a stiff, 
clayey loam that retains moisture) I 
have found that ample drainage and 
consequent warming " of the sot! can 
be provided by about one foot of some 
broken bricks, clam shells, coarse 
cinders, or in fact, anything of a hard 
nature that Is large enough to allow 
the water to filter through. This ma
terial Is put in the bottom of the 
trench, two or three feet down, and 
covered with something to prevent 
the soil clogging up the interspaces.
Sphagnum’ moss answers admirably, 
but anything of a like nature will do.

Roses revel in deep, well-enriched 
soil, and I have yet to hear of any 
one getting a bed too rich for roses.
Thoroughly trench the soil three feet 
deep and add to every two cubic yards 
of earth one cubic yard of manure.
Cow manure is the best but any good ing under a 
farmyard manure will do. As the top, inches of manure, and after the buds 
or surface, has most fertility, it is burst and just before a rain, give a 
turned to the bottom in the trenching, dressing of fertilizer In which boneds 
which should be done, at the very the principal ingredient, 
least, six weeks before planting—ten middle of May, start to give the 
weeks is better—to grive the ground an plants regular weekly applications of 
opportunity to settle before planting, liquid manure. Unfortunately, this 

Climbing roses do not need much treatment tends to bring the roots to 
cannot afford to the surface, which, of course, must be 

Merely re- avoided unless one Is anxious to wa
ter in dry weather. Retrenching the 
ground just outside the old trench 
lines is slower in giving results, but 
its effects are most lasting.

Transplanting may -be done at al
most any time, except during the 
period of actual growth (June and 
July) If the plants are severely prun
ed, for they will quickly start growth 
from the young eyes. Spring, how
ever, is the best time, and the earlier 
the better, and even though planting 
under the most favorable conditions 
It is advisable to prune well.

A quick start counts for much in 
planting, and it will help greatly to 
throw a handful of fertilizer in the 
ground near the roots, but not In ac
tual contact. If growth does not start 
quickly, the wood hardens.

Young plants of roses can be raised 
by layering in early spring (April). 
Use flowering wood and make a clean 
cut about half way through the shoot 
to be layered, just below an eye, and 
bend the shoot down to the ground, 
fastening It with pegs or stones. 
Place a handful of sharp sand around 
the cut and keep it well watered. It 
will quickly make roots and may be 
severed from the parent plant in 
about four to six weeks.

Roses, generally speaking, are 
any more subject to 
than are any other flowering shrubs.

the rose beetle, 
also attacks other

The Clivla is an evergreen, bulbous 
plant which is admirably adapted to 

It does not, as a rule,BBh house culture, 
need repotting more often than o^ce 
in two or three years. It may ‘he 
done just after the plants have flow
ered (Mardh to June), and before 
growth commences. Years when re
potting is not done remove an Inch 
or two of the top soil, replacing It 

As the plants are so

■/i;,Av.v
same care.

Manure water is as good as any of 
the fertilizers and may be made by 
suspending a bag of manure^in & bax- 
rel of water. ' * 1 '**’*

and, as
This, of course, has an 

unpleasant odor, whereas the fertiliz
ers do not have any.

When watering your plants soak 
them every two or three days rathèr 
than wetting them a little each day. 
By just wetting the surface you 
ly make the roots come up for the 
water, where the sun of the following 
day will burn them; !f you give touch 
water., these rçptR.JvtU^go^flpwB^rt^ct8ral^°«eC1?otbtee,f,B^dtth 

but a sprinkling tn sunlight will burn 
the foliage because the evaporation is 
so rapid.

If you cannot soak your plants, it 
may be juat ae well . to wash the 
leaves doWn at eventide, especially ir 
thev are covered with dust A plant 
breathes through its leaves and does 
not thrive if they are dust-coated.

It is better to apply the foods di
rectly to the roots pt the plants, and1 
for this purpose the rose spray can 
be unscrewed from thfe watering can 

As a rule, the foods do ijot hurt the 
foliage, but it is just as wise not to 
run any risks.

:: a: i
V with fresh soil, 

seldom repotted it is a decided ad
vantage to add to each bushel of soil 
about one-half pint of bone meal and 

quarts of finely broken charcoal.

m;

mere- two■ft;These pro-

The foxglove (Digitalis perpurea) 
is most effective when 
masses, backed by shrubbery, 
one of the most easily grown 
niais. Seeds sown in July will bloom 
the following May or June. The 
plants produce many seeds which 
self-sow as soon as ripe and the 
young plants will bloom the following 
summer without further care. A 4- 
inch mulch of leaves from a hardwood 
tree will help to keep the plants in 
good condition during winter.

J ; ■ex-
grown in 

It is 
bien-v"

m can be counted upon to 
height of fifteen feet.

For pale pink, large-sized flowers, 
take Climbing La France, In every 
way like the popular dwarf variety of 
the same name, except in Its habit of 
growth, and that (as Is the case with 
all climbing forms of dwarf roses) it 
flowers a week or ten days later.

As a good, free-flowering, yellow 
rose, Climbing Perle des Jardins .is 
my favorite, although there are plenty 
of other roses which will give richer 
color, as, for Instance, Reve d’Or and 
Cloth of Gold, typical old-fashioned 
roses. , , .

In the south, the two banksia roses 
may be grown outdoors, but In the 
north they are generally available on
ly In greenhouses They are very free 
growing and produce trusses of flow- 

whlch have a. marked odor of 
violets, the Individuals not being 
more than a half Inch across. The 
foliage Is shiny and of about the same 
size as that of the memorial rose, but 
of thinner texture. One variety Is 
creamy yellow; the other, white.

Gloire de Dijon Is perhaps the har
diest of the tender climbing roses and 
It does excellently, trained on a trel
lis, for a comparatively short time. 
It is strangely subject to what is 
called canker and Is, therefore, con
sidered a difficult rose to grow.

The best of all the tender climbing 
roses, however, for delicacy of color 
and perfection of form in the flower, 
Is Maréchal Niel, the richest pure 
yellow of any flower of the family, 
the buds are pointed, about two to 
two and a half inches long, and true 
to its family characteristic as a 
noisette rose, the flowers are produc- 
ed in clusters.

V
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A Use the hoe freely about the dahlia 
of the year andplants at this season 

tie the tops to a stake firmly driven 
Into the ground. This Is necessary 
In order to prevent the tops from 
being broken with the winds. Use 
quite a long stake, as the plants will 
yet grow to be a good deal taller. It 
Is better to have dahlias on only a 
few stalks—some advocate only one— 
so cut off all the young stalks that 

have started late In the season.

Under sudh

AThe Use of the Hoe
to save doc-It's easy, very easy, 

tor's bills, green grocers’ bills and 
achieve success at one and the same 
time by simple and very Inexpensive

the ground and covered with five or 
six Inches of earth; this, In turn, 
when slightly frozen, Is covered with 

loose stable Utter, or leaves. 
Treated thus, It Is surprising what 
very tender varieties may be grown in 
very exposed situations. For Instance, 
I have had Maréchal Nlel and Reine 
Marie Henriette growing on a veran
da on Long Island. Injury from drip 
may also be prevented by wrapping 
the more hardy varieties in burlap, or 
very heavy paper.

Never prune In the fall, If the 
plants are to be covered, as some
times the topmost eyes will push out 
Into life and be injured by late frosts.

Feeding old established plants that 
have exhausted the soil can be ac
complished in early spring, by spad- 

dressing of four or five

rJ^EEr

Wfeft
maymeans. »

Ou* forefathers’ garden plot stand
by, the hoe,- will serve the purpose 
admirably. This long handled imple
ment of simple form will do wonders 
to human nature as well as for plant 
growth, and a few minutes’ exercise 
with it daily for even ten days will he 
most convincing of its great value.

Outdoor life is a prime requisite 
for human health and, therefore, for 
happiness. The hoe brings back, 
chest and arm muscles into action, 
and hence invigorates and strengthens 
the very portions of human anatomy 
which the average business man sel
dom .uses, though he needs them vir
tually to keep in good condition. It 

circulation, 
strengthens the heart and opens the

One of the “stand-by” preparations 
for the destruction of many forms or 
insects is kerosene emulsion. It has 
the advantage of being easily made 
from materials that are ready to 
hand, and of being non-poisonous. 
This preparation may be used to kill 
cabbage worms and most other in
sects that have soft bodies, including 
plant lice, red spiders, etc. It will 
destroy many forms of insects that 
suck their food and that, therefore, 
would not be killed by Paris green, 

The re-hellebore, or other poisons, 
cipe is as follows : Hard, soft, or
whale oil soap, half-pound; boiling 
soft water, one gallon; kerosene, two 
gallons. Dissolve the soap in the 
water; add the kerosene, and dfourn 
briskly for five to fifteen minutes. 
This preparation may be kept for 
some time. Dilute with from four to 
ten times the amount of water be
fore applying. May be applied with 
a spray pump, or even a watering can 
may be used.

inducesfurthermore

pores.
For plant life the hoe is a wonder

ful exhilarator and benefactor. It 
need not be plunged deeply into the 
soil, but should be drawn just below 
the surface. This requires but trifling 
strength or energy and accomplishes 
much.

The crust on the earth is thus bro
ken and air, light and warmth pene
trate, sweeten and convey to the 
roots what the plant' needs Hofelrig 
thus lightly done checks the loss of 
moisture from the earth by breaking 
up the channels of its escape; and 
because of the open condition, 
soil absorbs and holds not only rain
fall, but dew as well.

ter of hardiness, there are few plants 
that will excel the memorial rose, and 
where it becomes established it will 
self-sow In great profusion. It makes 
very long shoots and can easily be 
trained to cover the entire front of 
the piazza of an average suburban 
dwelling.

The leaves of this rose are almost 
evergreen, and this characteristic has 
been carried to soifie extent into. Its 
hybrids, but in the majority of cases, 
the hybrids do not carry their foliage 
all winter, but retain it until very 
larte in December and for that reason 
alone merit some consideration, for 
they would be decorative plants even 
though they never flowered.

About the pound* to ten gallons of water.
If the green fly, or aphis, is trouble

some—some will always be found on 
the tip of the young growth—these 
can be destroyed with some of the to
bacco preparations, kerosene emulsion 
or glshurst compound.

The same remedies are used against 
the leaf hopper, whose presence can 
be detected , by yellowish blotches 
showing on the foliage, but the insect 
itself will be found only on the under 
side of the leaf.

One caution about using poisons of 
any kind on the plants, as it is not 
uncommon for children to eat rose 
petals (in fact, I have seen some 
grown up folks do it, too) very plain 
warnings of their presence should be 
given.

The San Jose scale will atack roses,

pruning, but one 
neglect them altogether.

the dead wood and the very
How to Kill Root Maggots

It you do not orbject to an evil odor 
there is a remarkable Insecticide 
known as carbon bisulphide which 
will rid your vegetable garden of all 
kinds of plant maggots. It is made 
by passing sulphur fumes over red 
hot charcoal, and liquifying the vapor 
by condensation. It is a clear, white 
liquid, heavier than water, which 
evaporates very rapidly and Is Inflam
mable. If secured In a chemically 

form It will not. Injure the skin

move
weak shoots and cut. back on the pre
vious season’s growth far enough to 
get a couple or three good strong 
breaks, but do not let the plant carry 
more wood than It can support. If 
a plant Is In good health It needs very 
little pruning, but if It Is not growing 
satisfactorily, and there Is no ques
tion as to Its having plenty of nour
ishment prune It severely. In such a 
case, cut back far enough to produce 
strong, new growths, cutting right 
down to the ground even. Prune 
climbing roses In the early spring 
(late March or early April).

When growing well, the plants will 
send up several strong suckers simul
taneously with the appearance of the 
flowers, which may he taken for 
newal growths if it Is not desired to 
let the plant climb to any great 
height, remove one or two of the ol
dest shoots to make room for the 
newcomers. If z. greater height Is 
wanted, these young canes must be 
cut out Immediately, as nearly all the 
strength of the plant Is directed to
ward their development.

There Is just one caution to be 
given here; make sure that the plant 
is growing on Its own roots before 
training up the new suckers, because 
With grafted plants the root suckers 
must be removed.

The rose Is not a natural climber; 
It can ramble over low shrubs, large 
boulders and such things, but when 
grown about a verandah pilla.r. It 
must be artificially supported by ty
ing up occasionally as It grows. This 
la more satisfactory than Ignoring It 
until the end of the growing season. 
It Is then a hand job to straighten out 
the badly tangled or twisted shoots, 
and the wind Is likely to break them 
when they are very long;.

Never let one shoot grow upright 
for too long a period, or get very fey

A good cure for the ordinary our-' 
rant worm, which eats the foliage 
from currant and gooseberry bushes. 
Is to spray the bushes with hellebore 

of hellebore In 
This should

and water, one ounce 
three gallons of water, 
he applied at a time when there will 
not likely be a rain within a day or 
two to wash It off. The hellebore Is 
not as energetic as Paris green and 
other arsenical poisons, and may be 
used on any. plant to within a short 
time before the edible portions of the 
plant mature.

the

Five Months of Bloom for Roses This group of climbing roses sur- pure 
passes the other two In -one great lm- 0j the most delicate fabric, hut Is very 
portant quality. They do not make destructive to insect and maggot life, 

and as » ia a difficult nest to over- one burst of flower and then rest, , Human beings must he careful not to
come aiîd the olant Itself Is almost but they continue producing their i inhale the fumes too freely as It Is fa-
™™’ hp vervslcklv before Its ml- blossoms almost continuously from ; tal if taken In sufficient quantities, 
senoe L detected the b^t course is ^ until September or October, and , Aa the vapor of carbon bisulph de
sence is detected, tne best course is ^ ^ Qr two instances (as Is the case 1 ls heavier than air It naturally falls.

with Debutante) they will continue to j therefore, if Injected Into the soil 
flower until stopped by the frost. , where the objectionable Insects live, 

As a. white-flowered plant the spe- ! the fumes will find their way through 
cies ltbelf far surpasses any of the j the soil, killing any form of Insect 
hybrids, and it can be used for such | ufe it may contain. For the amateur 

„„„ „_u the nnwderv a multiplicity of purposes—as a j gardener it is a most valuable agent« surface 0Pf the°leavâ ground cover, as a trailer, as a pillar ,n kimng the destructive cabbage
f e^fe.aUv disftouting to verandt rose It is unsurpassed. It a pink- maggot and also the borer, which en- 

not taken in hind soon flowered form Is preferred, we are ters fruit tree:
* ^ is seen the îffected "eavls wto fortunate in having it supplied by the m treating the cabbage or other 

drnl frnm the nilnt leaving hire un- variety carnea. plant for maggot, see that the soil ls
sightly stems Almost immediately after the intro- not too lose or too compact. If too

A Mod remedy Is flowers of sul- auction of the memorial rose, many loose the fumes will escape without
phur8blown on the plant with a small rose growers busied themselves in thoroughly accomplishing Its purpose,
bellows on a good bright day. but producing crosses between It and If the earth ls packed too tight the 
snraylng with potassium sulphide roses of the rambler type, principally fumes will be unable to circulate 
(five ounces to ten gallons of water) the Crimson Rambler Itself and as a through the soli As soon as you no- 
is better to my mind, because If result we are enjoying today some tice your cabbages begin to droop 
windy the sulphur blpws from the remarkable accessions to the list of their leaves you may suspect the 
foliage.' Spraying with kerosene climbing roses. maggot. Scrape a little soil from the
emulsion will also control the mildew. In my opinion, without any excep- stem for a few Inches down and, If

The single, rich pink flowers are tion, the very beet single-flowered present, they will >e found c usterlng 
produced in great numbers all at one rose for showering, or fall training, around the plant Take a stick and 
time so that the plants become verlt- ls the Jersey Beauty, the blossoms of bore a hole, commencing three or four 
able’wreaths of bloom which last for which are two to three Inches across. Inches from the plant and extend it 
about two weeks. As a trailing plant creamy white in color, with a very below the roots in an oblique dtrec- 
allowed to fall over a trellis or clam- prominent mass of pale yellow stam- tlon, care being taken not to come In 
her down the front of a deep bank, I ens, and a black disc tn the centre, direct contact with them. Then pour 
do not know anything that 1» more : This variety has the peculiarity of ihe carbon bisulphide Into the hole,

Among the host of roses there are 
so that rank amongst thea score or 

choicest and most popular of summer 
flowering climbers, yet somehow -the 
word “roses” does not conjure up 
these vines. Among 
wide range of bright colors with 
pleasing fragrance, together with the 
fact that they are roses. There is a 
subtle charm in that alone, and when 
the ease of cultivation ls also con
sidered, it ls eome wonder that they 
are not more commonly esteemed.

In recent years the introduction of 
many hybrid.climbing roses has serv
ed to direct attention to the possi
bilities of this class of plants for 
pillars, and especially verandas. 
Some of these newer kinds have spe
cial merit, but the older ones are by 
no means to be forgotten. We can 
now have climbing roses in flower 
continuously from June to October, 
inclusive.

There are three distinctly marked 
groups of climbing roses.

1. Multiflora, flowering in June.
2. Setigera, flowering in June.
3. Wichuraiama, flowering from July 

to September.
The last named group has become 

available only since 1893, and some 
of its more recent hybrids promise to 
extend the season of bloom right up 
to frost The hybridist has been very 
active in blending varieties of these 
three groups so that the lines of di-

Our forests, like our farms, are 
fundamental. They are not only ob
jects of industry in themselves, fur
nishing Investment for capital ajid 
employment for labor, and yielding 
products of immense value; bu tthey 
bear a peculiar relation to many 
other industries, a relation that to 
fundamental. Without a supply of 
logs our saw mills must discontinue 
business, without lumber our planing 
mills, box factories, and woodwork
ing Industries generally must disap- 

Without the products of the 
other

them we get
usually to dig them up at once and 
bum them. If, however, they are 
worth the trouble of saving, spray in 
spring and fall with some of the stan
dard preparations of soluble oil.

Mildew is the commonest trouble of

re

pear.
woodworking 
branches of industry must be crippled. 
And so on, until all manufactories 
and all occupations 
Forests are not only important to 
commerce and industry, but their 
presence exercises a benign influence 
on soil and climate. They tend to 
soften the asperities of a harsh cli
mate, they aid in the conservation of 
moisture, and they check erosion. 
Moreover, they appeal to the aesthe
tic side of our nature, 
different reasons the forests deserve 
to be most carefully guarded by tfhe 
government, as a great national as-

industries,
not

insect attacks
are affected.

The worst pest is
which, however, -----
shrubs that flower about the same 
time. . Fortunately, its .season is short, 
and as most of the climbing roses 
flower later than the ordinary garden 
kinds, they escape untouched.

As a preventive on the earlier flow
ering kinds, I have tried everything I 

heard of as being good, arsenate 
of lead, Paris green, kerosene and 
tobacco preparations—all with prac
tically no success. Hand-picking is 
tihe most effectual means of attack.

For these
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